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estething watone forze

А

S E R M 0 N

ON

SL A N D E R.

SPEAK NOT EVIL ONE OF ANOTHER, BRETHREN .

James iv . II .

C

VONVERSATION often offends againſt

this precept. In common language, in

deed , Slander is ſuppoſed to imply ſuch

falſe and malicious imputations only as are de

ſigned to do ſome eſſential and important injury

to character or intereſt. But if the imputa

tions are believed to be true ; or if they embrace

only foibles, and faults of an inferior degree ; if

they are retailed for the amuſement of company,

or to ſupply the barrenneſs of converſacion , theſe

are hardly reputed to be Nanders, and, on ſuch ſub

jects, men, with great facility , give and receive a

mutual indulgence. The prohibition in the text,

however, extends to every degree of evil ſpeaking

that is not vindicated by neceflity and utility . I

fimit my views in this manner, becauſe there are

ſituations
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ſituations in which ſpeaking evil of others may not

only be lawful, but may become a duty . A parent

may counſel his children againſt the dangers of

vicious companions—a friend may endeavour to

preſerve a friend from the hazards of an improper

connexion-a citizen may bear his teſtimony to

the truth, when the laws of his country, or the

public good requires it . But ſuch caſes are always

attended with ſuch marked and peculiar characters,

as eaſily to diſcriminate them from the unneceſſary

and unlawful converſations which are the faults of

every day.

In holding up to view this vice for your cor

rection , I ſhall exhibit it in three different lights

as the imputations are malicious, and known to be

falſe-- as they are ſuppoſed to be true -- and as it

prevails in company, where the intention is not

conceived to be malevolent, nor the faults that are

repeated, to be of great moment.

1. The firſt iş malicious detraction, founded

on known and intentional falſehood . When it

proceeds indeed to this extreme, it argues ſuchma

lignity of diſpoſition, that all men agree to con

demn it in others, and all diſclaim it in themſelves.

Yet,when the unfriendly paſſions are excited ; when

perſonal animoſities inflame the temper ; when the

heart is alienated by oppoſing intereſts, or by the

differences of party, how often do men eſteem all

means lawful to annoy an enemy ? If his conduct

will bear a malicious, or a doubtful interpretation ,

they
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they are little ſcrupulous of ſeizing it on its worſt

ſide, and placing it in its moſt obnoxious light,

And, altho they may not believe their own tale,

yet if it makes an unfavourable impreſſion on the

public mind, they are pleaſed with their ſucceſs,

and triumph in their power of making an enemy

feel their reſentment. It deſerves here to be re

marked, that many ſlanders, which are believed by

thoſe who have invented them, ought to be re

duced under this claſs ; becauſe, altho propagated

at firſt with intentional falſehood, they come at

length to be believed , merely thro the force of

repetition, or the impoſing influence of warm and

intereſted paſſions. To this vice, and in this de

gree of it, ardent and ſanguine tempers, eſpecially

if united with a natural loquacity, are the moſt

prone.

Will it be faid , that ſuch deliberate falſehood ,

when a Nanderer has not even appearances to ſup

port him, is rare ? Perhaps it is ſo . Yet, in a

more guarded and inſidious way, it is far froin be

ing infrequent. On the ground of actions that

have ſome truth , is laid a repreſentation, that, on

the whole, is falſe. Facts are exaggerated , cir

cumſtances are added to furniſh out a heightened

and conſiſtent picture. If the intereſts of the nar

rator are little concerned, fancy adds a colouring

that ſhe thinks neceſſary to intereſt the hearer-If

he conceives himſelf to be injured, paſſion colours,

it, to juſtify her reſentments.

Under
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Under this character of falſehood and malice

may be ranged a great part of thoſe dark, deſign

ing Nanders, which are propagated by hint and in

finuation. Nothing, perhaps, is ſaid that can be

charged as a direct violation of the truth ; but eve

ry thing is ſuggeſted to the imagination ; and the

intentional deception is a real infraction ofthe laws

of candour and fincerity . The Nanderer hopes

that every doubtful expreſion will be interpreted

in its worſt meaning, that every ſuppreſſed circum

tance will be exaggerated, and that an awakened

imagination will complete a hiſtory which he af

fects to conceal . Thus, by a hint, by a ſuppoſition,

by the moſt diſtant inſinuation , nay, by certain

modes of filence, it is poſſible to be guilty of falſe

and malicious ſlander.

II . The next light in which I propoſed to

repreſent this vice, is as it conſiſts of imputations

propagated and vindicated under the idea of their

being true.

There is a common proverb continually in the

mouths of thoſe who are moſt guilty, that the truth

is no Nander. And with this ſevere ſaying, they

pretend to juſtify the moſt cruel attacks upon cha

racter, and the moſt unchriſtian aſperities of tem

per. This proverb is falſe--and if it were not ſo ,

it is inſufficient to juſtify remarks and hiſtories

which are ſeldom ſupported by intire truth . ift.

It is falſe. Truth may often become the moft of

fenſive flander. It may recall to memory, or di

vulge
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vulge where they were never known, the faults of

a good man, of which he is abſolved by repentance

in the right ofGod . He may have forſaken them ;

he may be cleanſed from them in the blood of the

Redeemer ; and who art thou, O Man ! who doft

not forgive, nor blot from thy memory, the la

mented evils which God hath pardoned ? In as

much as we know not the heart, the repetition of

our brother's offences muſt often prove a preſump

tuous arrogation of the divine prerogative to judge

and condemn, after God himſelf hath laid aſide its

rights.

Admitting, however, that he were not penitent,

the truth would, notwithſtanding, be an unjuſt re

preſentation of his character. Every character pof

ſeſſes its good as well as its bad qualities ; and it

cannot be juſtly known without ſeeing them toge

ther. When Nander ſpeaks only of its vices, it

preſents to us a deteſtable image, which has no

proper original . It exhibits an object that de

ſerves contempt, or hatred, inſtead of that mixed

character, fo like our own, which it ought to ſhew

us, and which would attract our benevolence or

picy. Every hearer may probably recollect, that,,

in ſome inſtances, he has received the moſt unjuſt

prepoffefſions, from the repreſentations of Nander,

againſt characters before they were known , which,

on the whole, were worthy and good. When , on

more intimate knowledge, you come to diſcover

your error, and to correct your opinion, you are

ready
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ready to impeach the veracity of the man, who has;

in this manner, attempted to infuſe an unjuſt pre

judice into your mind . Yet, it is poſſible he may

have ſaid nothing but the truth . His injuſtice

conſiſted in not ſaying the whole truth . And it

may be received as a maxiin, that even truth will

miſlead , and will often become ſlander, when it

holds
up the faults only of character to view.

I add ; that the truth becomes Nander when it

unneceſſarily divulges the errors of our brethren.

It tends to deſtroy the charity of others towards

them ; it flows from an uncharitable and unfriend

ly diſpoſition, or diſcovers an indifference to their

happineſs and peace, unbecoming the ſpirit of the

goſpel. When you juſtify yourſelf with this falſe

and angry proverb, that truth is no fender, is it not

evidently the effect of prejudice and paſſion ? All

unneceſſary ſpeaking ofevil is uncharitable - it does

an unwarrantable injury to character, and there

fore juſtly comes under the reproach of Nander.--

To convince every fair and candid hearer of the

juſtice of this obſervation , let ine put the caſe im

mediately to himſelf. Let him be the ſubject of

theſe injurious repreſentations and ſurely he has

faults enow to furniſh out a plauſible and conſiſt

ent tale - lec his vices be ſeparated from his vir

tues, and be made the ſubject of ridicule or cen

ſure-- would he not exclaim againſt the unfairneſs ?

would he not complain of malevolence and flan

der ? But a good man ought never to forget, thar

what
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what towards him is Nander, is Nander alſo towards

his brother. So falſe is this proverb, on which

men plead the innocence of ſpeaking evil one

of another.

But 2dly-If it were not falſe, it is inſufficient

to juſtify defamation ,which is feldom ſupported by

intire truth .

It requires finall acquaintance with human na

ture to underſtand how vague and uncertain are

thoſe tales and whiſpers that are circulated and be

lieved in every company. Examine their origin .

They are not, in moſt inſtances, founded on ob

ſervation, but on report. And who is ſo ignorant

of mankind as not to know that report, in paſſing

only through a few mouths, is ſo magnified , and

diſguiſed, as to loſe almoſt all reſemblance of the

original ? The object of it is liable, at firſt, to in

accurate obſervation -- it is liable alſo to miſrepre

ſentation from the negligence or the paſſions of the

narrator, or from the natural deſire of being the

intereſting author of a curious hiſtory - it is liable

to the miſconception of the hearer - and, finally , it

is liable to all theſe cauſes ofmiſtake at every repe

tition . He that propagates a Nander from report,

muſt be either malevolent, or weak ; indifferent

to the peace and happineſs of others, and pleaſed,

perhaps, with an opportunity of depreciating their

worth ; or credulous and imprudent- inatcentive

to the natural growth of falſehood in common fame,

and incapable of ſuppreſſing that reſtleſs itch of

B ſpeaking
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ſpeaking that is moſt viſible in weak and incon

ſiderate minds. In vain will you plead that the

guilt of the ſcandal lies with its inventors, and not

with thoſe who only repeat a hiſtory thật is alrea

dy public. It is, I believe, a general truth, that

the authors and the propagators of ſuch tales act

under the influence of the ſame unworthy motives .

I add another remark, that equally deſerves at

tention. Admitting an injurious hiſtory to be

founded on obſervation, there is, notwithſtanding,

greater probability of its being falſe, than of its

being true . Human characters and actions appear

with different aſpects, according as they are feen in

different lights. We are ſeldom placed to them

in the true point of view . They appear different

ly, likewiſe, as they are ſeen in different connexions,

And actions cannot be juſtly eſtimated when they

are viewed ſingly , and detached from the general

train of conduct. To underſtand them perfe &tly,

we ſhould be acquainted with the motives from

which they ſpring with the circumſtances with

which they are accompanied, and with the conſe

quences that reſult from them. We ſhould be a

ble to trace them in all their connexions and rela

tions, otherways we ſhall be liable to form a wrong

judgment. For example, caſting the poor and

wretched from your door may, in ſome circum

ſtances, be an act of juſtice, and, in others, of hard

neſs and cruelty. Even taking the life of a man ,

as it ſtands in different combinations, may be the

higheſt
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higheſt crime, or an exalted virtue. If we judge

of one, or of a few actions by themſelves, and fe

parated from the train of life ; if we aſſociate them ,

in imagination, with circumſtances and motives

different from thoſe with which they are really con

nected, we may contract a prejudice againſt the

beſt characters. To frame an accurate and cera

tain judgment ofour neighbour's conduct, requires

great circumſpection, and frequently an intimate

acquaintance with his moſt private tranfactions and

moſt ſecret thoughts. How few of thoſe who de

light in Nander, enjoy the means of aſcertaining the

truth ? how few of thoſe who enjoy the means, are

willing to employ the neceſſary pains ?

If negligence and indifference expoſe us to form

a wrong judgment of actions, paſſions and preju .

dicés will have this effect in a much higher degree.

Oppoſing intereſts, parties in government, in re

ligion, in opinion, different claffes in ſociety, or

connexions even with different circles of company,

give a ſtrong colouring to every object they repre

ſent. They create faults ; they aggravate every

real imperfection, and , almoſt unperceived by our

ſelves, they diſtort the features which we draw of

an obnoxious character. Thus it appears that per

fonal obſervation is no ſecurity for truth in this

vice - till leſs is common fame. But if the oblo

quy were as certainly founded as it is pretended to

be [ I have ſhewn that) truth itfelf is flander, when

it reſts on partial obſervation , or when it is an un

neceſſary
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neceſſary infraction of the laws of Chriſtian charity,

which require us to love our neighbour as ourſelves.

III . I proceed now to conſider this vice as

it forms a part of the amuſement of ſociety, and

fills up ſo large a portion of its ordinary converſa

tion . It is, unhappily, not rare to find the groffeſt

Nanders occupying and diſgracing the viſits of the

morning, and the parties of the evening. But I

have a reference, at preſent, to thoſe lighter faults

of character which compoſe the uſual ſtrain of

company, and are eſteemed the venial amuſement

of our ſocial leiſure . Here characters and conduct

are produced and vilified from different views

ſometimes to ſupply defect of converſation -- ſome

times thro mere loquacity - ſometimes to indulge

a facetious vein - ſometimes to excite or gratify a

frivolous curioſity -- ſometimes to vent a private

umbrage-- and ſometimes to pleaſe thoſe whom

we may have an intereſt in pleaſing, by ſacrificing

an obnoxious perſon to their reſentment or vanity,

-On each of theſe motives, I beg your attention

to a few reflexions.

The firſt and moſt frequent cauſe of producing

and aſperſing character, ariſes from barrenneſs of

converſation . Mixed companies are uſually in

capable of the elegant diſplay of wit, or of rational

and uſeful diſcuſſionsthe laxneſs ofour morals has

rendered ſentiments of piety ſcarcely tolerable

and uſually there is too little real candour and be

nevolence in ſuch circles to take pleaſure in ex

hibiting

1
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hibiting the amiable qualities of their acquaintance,

with whom ſelf -love and the jealouſies of honour

and intereſt have unhappily.created many more

points of difference than of union . In this ſitua

tion , the blemiſhes of character preſent themſelves

as the eaſieſt ſacrifice to the general amuſement.

Theſe are ſubjects that are competent to the ca

pacities of all , and too likely to be agrecable to

their inclinations, Faults are eaſily repeated .

From different motives, they meet with attention

and encouragement . And it is not a little ſurpriz

ing, to a ſerious and contemplative mind, to ob

ſerve with what a reliſh the malevolence of mankind

will bear the eternal repetition of the ſame foibles.

It is not uncommon, in the next place, to hear

perſons offend thro mere loquacity: Forever

1peaking , they feldom govern their converſation

with prudence, or are able to direct it to a uſeful

purpoſe. This humour is generally united with

weakneſs of judgment, which knows not the proper

timeand meaſure of diſcourſe ; and with a prying

diſpoſition, that is ever ſearching into the ſecrets of

families and characters, to furniſh a fund for their

perpetual volubility . In the beginning, perhaps,

they err rather thro indiſcretion than malevolence ;

yet are they often more dangerous than the moſt

malicious men , who govern their tongue with

greater prudence.

Friends to none, they are without friends them

ſelves deſpiſed by all, they have, notwithſtand

ing,
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ing, the power to render others unhappy, and

to low the ſeeds of diffention thro ſociety. They

who will be always talking, muſt be often fooliſh ,

and often wicked. . And as the tongue contributes

to form the heart, their own tale -bearing brings

them , at length, to commit thoſe faults thro ma

levolence, which , at firſt, were the fruits merely of

weaknefs and indiſcretion ,

When company is in a gay and facetious vein ,

the weakneſſes and errors of others are made the

fubject of ridicule and mirth . The general faults

of character, that ſhould not hold particular per

ſons up to contempt, would be the lawful objects

of its correction and amuſement. But to be agree

able in this way, requires a larger fund of obferva

tion, and of the genuine ſpirit of wit, than is uſu

ally to be found in mixed ſocieties. Leſs invention

and fancy are neceſſary to deſcend upon particular

characters. It is eaſy for ill -nature to ſneer - me

mory alone is ſufficient to repreſent an improper

action, or to repeat a ludicrous tale. And the

paſſions, or intereſts of the hearers, or their incli

nation to be amufed, procure it an indulgent re

ception . Slander often affumes this form , in which

the gaiety of the heart, and the pleaſantry of all

countenances, make us almoſt forget that it is å

hateful and contemptible vice. Here let me again

make uſe of our own ſelf -love to teach us our du

ty, or, at leaſt, to convince us of fin . Let us make

the caſe our own . Let us ſuppoſe ourſelves the

ſubjects
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fubjects of ridicule or ſneer, and by the keenneſs of

our feelings,judge of the injury that is done to the

ſenſibility of others. Indifference to their honour

or happineſs is a fault in the view of Chriſtianity

but to trifle improperly with character, is the hard.

neſs of ſelfiſhneſs — to be ſportive, is the triumph

of ill -nature.

In this light let us confider thoſe daily parties

which are intended to preſerve the appearances of

fociability and friendſhip. What are they but per

petual offences againſt every humane and amiable

difpofition ? Here characters are loft, intimacies

are betrayed, acquaintances are depreciated, friends

are facrificed . The fame uncharitable, cold , and

treacherous fpirit lurks, under the face of gaiety

and pleaſure, in every boſom ; and he who ſmiles

at your ſtory in this company, is ready to ſmile at

you in the next . Under the higheſt appearances

of union, hilarity and ſocial enjoyment, each is ſe

cretly divided againſt all.--Here, that ſex , formed

to foften and ſweeten human life, whoſe glory it is,

and who have it ſo much in their power, to correct

the rougher paſſions and manners of men, may

themſelves become cruel . It would even ſeem as

if the peculiar ſenſibility oftheir hearts, by making

rivalſhips more ardent, and multiplying the points

of competition, ſometimes added keenneſs to their

invective, added bitterneſs to their fatire, and gave

a peculiar poignancy to their ridicule.

Slander, in the next place, is often propagated

thro
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thro the deſire of exciting or gratifying a frivolous

curioſity. To be the firſt to relate a new ſtory, is

a ſtrong temptationto raſh and indiſcreet loquacity .

Novelty attracts attention-obloquy ſeems to gra

tify another, and equally powerful principle of cor

rupted nature—and a little mind is pleaſed with

the temporary importance which the malignant

curioſity of others beſtows upon it . Blemiſhes in

conduct are eagerly ſearched after, and diſplayed ;

the unhappineſſes of families raked out, and ex

poſed ; and ſecrets of all kinds pried into, in order

to be publiſhed. Such ſpirits are the peſts of ſo

ciety . They multiply the cauſes of mutual in

difference and contempt among thoſe who ſhould

regard one another as brethren-they ſcatter con

tagion and diffention round them-and , provided

they can ſatisfy this ever-liſtening diſpoſition , are

little concerned what unhappineſs they create, or

what wounds they inflict.

I add , that this licentiouſneſs of tongue is often

indulged to vent ſome ſecret umbrage. The in

finite colliſions and interfering claims of the world

inſenſibly create cauſes of alienation, prone to

receive and impart unfavourable impreſſions of

others. Even riſing reputation is apt to be con

ſidered as, in ſome degree, hoſtile to us, and is

often oppoſed by the moſt low and unworthy arts.

The praiſe that is ſometimes beſtowed, by a friend

ly or generous tongue, upon the abſent, is liable to

be interpreted as implying ſome inferiority in the

preſent,
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preſent, and is ſeldom received without being an

ſwered and allayed by exceptions.

But the moſt warm and loquacious animofities,

and the moſt bitter remarks, are uſually obſerved

in perſons of fanguine tempers, who are eaſily

wrapped into fervent friendſhips, and as ſuddenly

tranſported into violent reſentments. With them,

almoſt every man muſt be a friend or an enemy.

They are too warm to be indifferent. This zeal

paſſes, in their own opinion, into a character of

honeſty and merit. It requires the warmth of its

friendſhips to be anſwered with reciprocal ardor ;

and friends to proceed with it all its lengths, in the

purſuit of imaginary ſchemes . And ſuch facrifices

are continually neceſſary to keep up and demon

ſtrate the ſincerity of mutual attachment, that

friendſhips muſt be often broken, and friends muſt

be often changed. But they are uſually changed

in a ſtorm -- and woe to that perſon on whom it

falls ! for theſe good and benevolent men are no

leſs ſuſceptible of rage than of kindneſs. And then

faults innumerable are repeated and exaggerated

ſarcaſın , ſatire, reproach, and the moſt envenomed

detraction, are employed to vilify a brother con

verted into an enemy-and all companies are tired

with hiſtories of wrongs.

I have mentioned , as the laſt and meaneſt exer

ciſe of this vice, the ſpeaking evil of others for the

ſake of creeping into the good opinion of thoſe

from whoſe favour ſome advantage may be derived .

C Το
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To ſubſtitute art and cunning for truth and integri

ty - to trample on innocent character, in order to

promote an oblique intereſt, are among the moſt

unworthy actions of vice. This diſpoſition is al

ways united with ſecret treachery ; and he who

is now the idol to which the ſacrifice of character

is made, ſhall himſelf become the ſacrifice, if inte

reſt varies, or the fickle ſmiles of fortune are

changed . And it may perhaps be taken for an

univerſal maxim, that evil ſpeaking always indi

cates fome raſhneſs and imprudence of ſpirit, fome

malevolence of diſpoſition, or ſome hollowneſs of

heart, that ought to be truſted with caution .

I proceed to conclude this diſcourſe with a few

reflexions. The firſt is deſigned to correct a miſ

take of conſiderable conſequence, which prevails

in the world, with regard to the nature of this vice.

Here Nander generally implies the falſehood of the

imputations. If they are fuppofed to be true , it is

eſteemed a lawful privilege of ſpeech. But, my

brethren , the ſpirit of the goſpel condemns every

degree of evil ſpeaking that is not rendered necef

fary by prior and ſuperior claims of ſociety. If a

brother be really guilty of errors, in his conduct,

he needs counſel and advice ; he needs only in

formation and perſuaſion, perhaps, to render him a.

good man. What end can the repetition of evils

ſerve, but to create enemies to ourſelves, to nou

rilh enmity in our own breaſts, and to augment the

contempt, the diſtruſt, the hatred, and all the un

charitable
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charitable paſſions that already divide mankind ?

If he be not guilty, how cruel the facrifice that is

made of his honour and his feelings ? And has not

every good and candid man, who knows the world,

obſerved that the ſanders of common fame have

uſually more of falſehood than of truth ? How often

does ſhe frame hiſtories without any foundation ?

how often does ſhe build upon a real foundation , a

ſuperſtructure of falſe additions ? Slander can ſel

doin be true, from the nature of the principles

from which it ſprings. Paſſion and prejudice, and

all the unfriendly diſpoſitions, tend to miſrepreſent

their objects. And if we ſhould take the charac

ters of mankind only from enemies, what a hateful

picture ſhould we draw of human nature ? If, with

out enmity or prejudice, we hear and repeat only

eternal hiſtories of evils, what an unjuſt impreſſion

of characters muſt they create ? Characters, per

haps, in which virtue and goodneſs predominate,

appearing only by their faults, and the infected

imagination of the hearers, being left to fill up all

that is unknown with ſimilar qualities and diſpo

ſitions, muſt be conſidered as abandoned in vice

and folly. Let every man reflect, what injuſtice

he would ſuffer, if his errors only were ſelected , and

expoſed to the world without the union of thoſe

good qualities which ought to cover them, if not

to God, at leaſt, in the fight of men . Let him,

therefore, refuſe to liſten to obloquy-let him ab

hor to propagate it.

2. In
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2. In the next place, this ſubject ſuggeſts a re

flexion on the guilt of naniker. Few crimes are

attended with a more pernicious effect on fociety

few tend more to divide and alienate mankind from

one another, and to extinguiſh that ſpirit of be

nevolence, which is the true principle of duty and

of happineſs. The wounds that are given and re

ceived, by thoughtleſs or envenomed tongues, ran

kle in the heart, awaken mutual and keen refent

ments, and greatly multiply the miſeries that afflict

the life of man, Slander makes us the enemies of

thoſe whom we have injured. In vain do we ex

cuſe its lighteſt indiſcretions, as being the fruits

merely of inattention ; or as a harmleſs amuſement,

derived from the ſmall and venial failings of our

neighbour - Could we be guilty of equal inatten

tion to ourſelves ? Could we, in the ſame manner,

ſport with the character of a parent, of a brother,

of a ſiſter, of a friend ? Is not the difference which

we make in favour of theſe, a proof that the tem

per of our charity is not the ſame to the one , and to

the other ? Is it not a proof, that ſome ſecret cold

neſs or malevolence towards our brother, lurkswith

in our boſom , that deceives or eſcapes our view ?

Another proof of the guilt of this crime, is the

injuſtice it does to reputation, which is more valu

ed, by a good and generous mind, than life itſelf.

And, when the imputations are of moment, it is

followed by unhappy and irreparable conſequences

to peace, honour, and character. When once a

Nander
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llander is committed to the public, who can anſwer

for the degree to which it will proceed, or for the

injury it will produce ? Every repetition will add

ſomewhat to it , till common fame may at length

raiſe into a monſter, what might have been origin

ally a failing that deſerved our pardon or compaſ

ſion . Perhaps, without a failing, the indiſcretion

of one unfriendly or inconfiderate tongue, may

have alarmed all imaginations, may have foured all

hearts, and filled a country with the wrecks of an

innocent and ruined reputation . In vain ſhall you

attempt to retrieve your name, by proving the

falſehood of the flander - You may prove it falſe

and ſtill your honour ſhall be tarniſhed, and your

innocence ſhall have received an indelible ſtain ,

In vain ſhall you expect reparation from the re

pentance of the Nanderer— The injury he has done

you has made him your enemy. But if he ſhould

repent, he cannot correct the evil he has done.

The flander is gone from him — it is in the poffef

fion of others. Alas ! what jealouſies, what dif

truſts, what mutual alienation , what ſecret anguiſh ,

what unhallowed paſſions, what poignant miſeries

often flow from this guilty ſource ? O my ſoul !

come not thou into their ſecrets !-Chriſtians !

whoſe ſpirit is charity, and whoſe ſymbol ſhould be

concord, flee this pernicious vice, which is full of

diviſion and unhappineſs !

3. Frequently it is ſeen, that the profeſſors of

religion are too little ſenſible of the evil of this fin .

Fixing
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4.

Fixing their view on thoſe tranſcendent principles

of the goſpel, the love of God, and the faith of

Chrift, they are apt to forget the importance which

the government of the tongue ſhould hold in the

ſyſtem of duty. But it ought always to be remem

bered, that however earneſtly we may contend for

the faith ; however fervently we may diſcharge the

duties of devotion ; yet if we have not learned to

guard the tongue, we are nouriſhing the feeds of

death ; we are deſtitute of that humility, and that

fincere and amiable ſpirit of love, which is the cha

racter, and the great ornament of the goſpel of

Chrift .

I conclude the whole with a few directions

to thoſe who are willing to underſtand , and to fulfil

their duty. Learn to govern the tongue - abſtain

from character as from a ſacred treaſure, that ought

to be approached with reverence -- as the moſt deli

cate of all poſſeſſions, liable to be tarniſhed with

the lighteſt breath . Where your influence in ſo

ciety gives you the power, endeavour to turn ſuch

unprofitable converſations into a wiſer channel .

But if you muſt yield to the indiſcretion of un

charitable tongues, learn to be ſilent. Silence is

the ſchool of prudence-it preſerves the calmneſs

and moderation of the inind - it will cure anger,

or it will prevent its growth . The heart, when

not diſturbed and irritated by the petulance of the

tongue, is prone to the benevolent affections that

unite man to man, A licentious tongue kindles

and
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and augments reſentments, and having once com

mitted them to the public, they become irrecon

cileable and eternal.- " The tongue is an unruly

evil , full of deadly poiſon - it is a world of iniqui

ty—it defileth the whole body, and ſettech on fire

the courſe of nature, and it is ſet on fire of Hell . ”

In the next place, cultivate the ſpirit of charity- .

“ Charity caſts a veil over a multitude of ſins”

Charity delights in ſaying, as well as in doing good.

Frequently to recount the amiable qualities ofour

neighbours and acquaintance, would cultivate our

own benevolence, would tend to conciliate all

hearts, and unite fociety in Chriſtian love, as much

as it is now divided by uncharitable and diſgrace

ful paſſions. — Love thy neighbour as thyſelf

often ſubſtitute thyſelf in his room -- do to others

what thou wouldſt that they ſhould do to thee

cultivate this fpirit into a habit of action, and thou

canſt not err in the diſcharge of this important

duty .

Finally, improve in true humility.

conſider our innumerable offences againſt God

Let us conſider in how many obnoxious lights we

ſtand to men . A proper ſenſibility to our own

faults will make us tender and cautious of touching

the failings of our neighbour. The remembrance

of the injuſtice we have ſuffered from other tongues

will arreft our indiſcretion -- and the remembrance

of the ſupreme judgment of Heaven will proftrate

in the duſt that arrogance and vanity which always

accompany

Let us
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accompany the ſpirit of Nander. The humble

Chriſtian ſpeaketh no evil - thinketh no evil . Hu

mility, in his breaſt, becomes a ſpirit of meekneſs

and charity. As it is the reigning temper of our

duty to God, it will alſo be found one of the great

principles of the law of love to our fellow men .

Almighty God ! beſtow on us, we beſeech thee,

this ſpirit of union and peace, and grant that our

words may be always feaſoned with grace-- for

Chriſt's fake !

A ME N.!
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